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What is Cryptocurrency SKB?

Coin Market Cap
(Aug-30-2018)

World Rank：ｘｘｘｘ

Market Cap：＄xxx,xxx,xxx
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ICOService Coin



What is a service coin 
(cryptocurrency present)?

A coin that exhibits value through 

use in everyday life.











Medical services



Issues of insurance medical 2035

Nursing 
care for 
seniors

Reforms to 
insurance-
covered 

healthcare

Global

Source: Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Health Care 2035



Source: Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Health Care 2035

Lean
Healthcare

Enhance the value of 
insurance-covered 
healthcare

GLOBAL
Health 
Leader

Japan will drive 
global insurance-
covered healthcare

Life 
Design

Public support for 
making subjective 
selections

Healthcare 2035 Vision



Healthcare system

paradigm shift

SKB VISION

Source: Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Health Care 2035



Governance 
reform

Introduce a process based 

on a medium/long-term 

view

Shift from quantity 
expansion to quality 
enhancement

Improve quality and 

efficiency

Innovation 
environment

Establish platform

Solidarity based 
on independence

Each individual takes 

initiative to fulfill their 

role

Shift from rules created 
by party concerned 
rather than rules by an 
administration

Break free from 

centralized structure

Fair & impartial

Everyone is eligible to 

receive medical services

Establish and use 
information 
infrastructure

Healthcare network

Shift from 
divergence to 
integration

Cooperation that shares 

common values and 

vision

Advanced 
healthcare nation: 
Japan

Receive world-class 

health and medical care

Shift from focus on 
input to a focus on 
patient value

Efficiently use 

healthcare resources

Japan, the world’s 
prosperity and
coexistence

Medical care is the pillar 

of the nation’s strength

Shift from a focus 
on cure to a focus 
on care

Maintain physical and 

mental health

SUMMARY
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Advanced 
healthcare nation: 
Japan

Paradigm Shift

in Medical Service

Establish and use 
information 
infrastructure

Shift from a focus 
on cure to a focus 
on care



Support, from mainly cure to care.

HEALTH CARE



Increase your health
by receiving SKB depending on your steps

Shopping！

Trade！

Vacation！



Kanto’s General manager

Mr. Toku Akase

World Plus Inc.



Support Medical Information Infrastructure

MEDICAL NETWORK



Share health information managed using 
blockchain technology



Supporting the realization of a healthy 
advanced country

ADVANCED MEDICAL SUPPORT



Promote regenerative medicine 
which uses CD34+ cells



Social
Medical 

institutions

Accelerate dissemination of cutting-edge 
healthcare using SKB Coins

Contribution via portal site

Quickly provide cutting-edge healthcare



A schematic diagram of regenerative 
therapy using CD34+cells

Apheresis

Extraction of CD34 positive cellsInput

Take a blood sample



Treatment by regenerative therapy 
using CD34+cells

Non-union 
fracture

Critical limb 
ischemia

Estimated number of patients with diabetes ：

10 million people

Mortality rate after 1 year：25%

Mortality rate after 5 years：40-50%

After onset of 

CLI symptoms



Donation system by Cryptocurrency



People come from around the world to Japan 
to seek cutting-edge healthcare!



NEGTEC's wish

To Deliver people's feeling to society





CEO

Masaomi Kusano

ChatDoctor Inc.





Considering 

regenerative medicine 

from the field of sports.



CEO

Masakazu Sakai

Pancrase MMA



Director, Pacific Rim Operations

Acey Kohrogi

MLB San Diego Padres





Thank You!


